
                                                                

Oconomowoc 5-O’s D-League Practice Schedule 
First Week Practice #1 – Monday 6/8/2020

5:30 – 6:00 Orientation
1. Coaches Introduce yourselves to the players 
2. Hand out Jersey’s and Hats 

 (Split your team into 2 groups REMEMBER THESE GROUPS FOR WEDNESDAY) 

6:00 – 6:30 GROUP #1 Hitting
1. Hitting Stance and correct hand Placement – Have your kids all grab bats and put their gloves 

down as home plate.
a. Make sure their feet are shoulder width apart
b. Feet in line with the pitcher
c. Hands are up 
d. Bat is up not resting on their shoulder
e. Then you can say swing and have them swing
f. Watch for stepping towards pitcher
g. Squashing bug with back foot
h. Head Down
i. Finishing their swing with two hands

6:30 – 6:50 (Hitting Group Game)
1. Do soft toss with whiffle balls one kid hits and the others are in the field.  Have the kids in 

the field try to field the balls hit 1 point for fielding a ground ball and 2 points for catching a 
fly ball.  Have them keep track.  Each kid hitting gets 10 swings and then switches with 
someone in the field.  Have the kids keep track of how many balls they hit as well.

      
6:00 – 6:30 GROUP #2 Fielding

1. Fielding Position bend knees, flat back, field ball out front – Have all the kids in a line 
facing coach and simulate gliding down to field a ground ball gliding down like landing a 
plane not a helicopter. Have the kids do it in steps as you do it.

2. Have the kids all get into one line while you slowly roll the ball to one at a time

6:30 – 6:50 (Fielding Group Game)
2. Put the kids in two lines Roll ground balls to them and have them keep track of how many 

they can field cleanly in a row (if they get the hang of it you can roll the ball side to side and 
possibly give them some they could dive for) Whichever team has the most in a row at the 
end of practice wins.



                                                                

6:50 – 7:00 (Team Tandem Race)
1. Half of the Team in a line on 2nd base and half in a line at home plate
2. Coach Says go and teams start and run around bases and slap the hand of the next player
3. First Team to have all players run around the bases wins.  
4. Coaches can join in too, kids like that
5. If teams are un-even one player can run twice 
6. If there is enough time do two races



Oconomowoc 5-O’s D-League Practice Schedule 
First Week Practice #2– Wednesday 6/10/2020

5:30 – 6:00 Orientation
1. Coaches Introduce yourselves to the players 
2. Go Over the positions the baseball field

a. Coaches will go through the positions and tell them what they are in order
b. Coach will go to the bases and ask the kids what position he is at in order
c. Then you will move to different positions and have the kids tell you what they are 

 (Split your team into 2 groups SAME GROUPS AS MONDAY) 

 6:00 – 6:30 GROUP #2 (From Fielding Last Week) Hitting
1. Hitting Stance and correct hand Placement – Have your kids all grab bats and put their gloves 

down as home plate if they do not have bats have them pretend they have a bat.
a. Make sure their feet are shoulder width apart
b. Feet in line with the pitcher
c. Hands are up 
d. Bat is up not resting on their shoulder
e. Then you can say swing and have them swing
f. Watch for stepping towards pitcher
g. Squashing bug with back foot
h. Head Down
i. Finishing their swing with two hands

   
    6:30 – 6:50 (Hitting Group Game)

1. Do soft toss with whiffle balls one kid hits and the others are in the field.  Have the kids in 
the field try to field the balls hit 1 point for fielding a ground ball and 2 points for catching a 
fly ball.  Have them keep track.  Each kid hitting gets 10 swings and then switches with 
someone in the field.  Have the kids keep track of how many balls they hit as well.

      
6:00 – 6:30 GROUP #1 (From Hitting Last Week) Fielding

1. Fielding Position bend knees, flat back, field ball out front – Have all the kids in a line 
facing coach and simulate gliding down to field a ground ball gliding down like landing a 
plane not a helicopter. Have the kids do it in steps as you do it.

2. Have the kids all get into one line while you slowly roll the ball to one at a time
    
     6:30 – 6:50 (Fielding Group Game)

2. Put the kids in two lines Roll ground balls to them and have them keep track of how many 
they can field cleanly in a row (if they get the hang of it you can roll the ball side to side and 
possibly give them some they could dive for) Whichever team has the most in a row at the 
end of practice wins.



6:50 – 7:00 (Team Tandem Race)
1. Half of the Team in a line on 2nd base and half in a line at home plate
2. Coach Says go and teams start and run around bases and slap the hand of the next player
3. First Team to have all players run around the bases wins.  
4. Coaches can join in too, kids like that
5. If teams are un-even one player can run twice 
6. If there is enough time do two races



                                                                

Oconomowoc 5-O’s D-League Practice Schedule 
Second Week Practice #3 – Monday 6/15/2020

5:30 – 6:00 Orientation
1. Coaches will go through the positions on a baseball field have them sit down and go through 

the positions per the attached field drawing.
2. Once you go through them point to a position on the sheet and have them tell you what it is.
3. After you have gone through number 2 above coach will run to a position and have the kids 

tell you what position you are at.  Go through all of them.  Assistant coach can sit with the 
kids to help them out as head coach runs around to the different positions.

6:00 – 6:25 Throwing Drill #1
1. Mechanics

a. Shoulders pointing to the target
b. Big Circles with hands

i. Thumb to thigh pinky to sky
ii. Hand turned backwards

c. Hand brings ball to power position
d. Hand on top of elbow

i. Elbow at 90 degrees from shoulder
e. Glove by chest point glove elbow to target
f. Rotate shoulders as throwing 
g. Bury front elbow to side 
h. Make sure to step towards target
i. Get back side through (Follow through and finish)
j. Always keep eyes on throwing target hit partner in chest with throw

2. Throwing Drills (All drills below need to be done doing A thru J above)
a. Two Knees down with partner approx. 10 feet apart
b. One Knee down with partner approx. 10 feet apart
c. Stand Up both feet Planted with partner approx. 10 feet apart

 
3. Throwing Drill #2

a. Have your group stand in line 
b. Roll a ground ball to first person in line and field it
c. Have them throw back to you after fielding the ball using the mechanics you showed 

them above.
 

   6:25 – 6:50 Hitting
1. Hitting Stance and correct hand Placement – Have your kids all grab bats and put their gloves 

down as home plate.
a. Make sure their feet are shoulder width apart



                                                                

b. Feet in line with the pitcher
c. Hands are up 
d. Bat is up not resting on their shoulder
e. Then you can say swing and have them swing
f. Watch for stepping towards pitcher
g. Squashing bug with back foot
h. Head Down
i. Finishing their swing with two hands

2. Batting Practice
a. Coach pitches to one kid (wearing helmets to get used to them) one kid at a time at 

home plate hitting
b. Each kid hitting gets 10 swings and then switches with someone in the field
c. On the 10th pitch or last hit the hitter will run it out (do not have them run all the way 

around.  They need to learn to stop at bases so they do not get tagged out) 
d. Each of the kids in the field will be put at a position and will rotate through all 

positions as each hitter is finished
e. Be sure to have the fielders get in the ready position as the you pitch the ball
f. Make sure the fielders do not fight over the ball and work as at team

6:50 – 7:00 (Team Tandem Race)
1. Half of the Team in a line on 2nd base and half in a line at home plate
2. Coach Says go and teams start and run around bases and slap the hand of the next player
3. First Team to have all players run around the bases wins.  
4. Coaches can join in too, kids like that
5. If teams are un-even one player can run twice 
6. If there is enough time do two races

      



                                                                



                                                                

Oconomowoc 5-O’s D-League Practice Schedule 
Second Week Skills Competition #4 – Wednesday 6/17/2020

5:30 – 5:40 Orientation
1. Coaches will explain the different skills that each of the players will go through.  See below.

5:40 – 6:40 Skills Competition
1. Ground Balls

a. Two Coaches do this at the same time (Split your team into two groups)
b. Roll ground balls to each of the kids (1 player at a time)
c. Roll 5 Ground balls right at them
d. Roll 5 Ground balls to the right
e. Roll 5 ground balls to the left
f. Players that field the most at the end win

2. Fly Balls
a. Two Coaches do this at the same time (Split your team into two groups)
b. Throw short fly balls to each of the kids (1 player at a time)
c. Throw 5 short fly balls right at them
d. Throw 5 short fly balls to the right
e. Throw 5 short fly balls to the left
f. Players that field the most at the end win

3. Throwing Distance
a. Only one player at a time throws (Do not do two groups with this Skill)
a. Each player gets to throw 3 balls to see how far they can throw it
b. Leave the farthest ball out there until another player beats it.
c. Player that throws the farthest ball wins

4. Throwing Accuracy
a. Only one player at a time throws (Do not do two groups with this Skill)
b. Each player gets to throw 3 balls to the backstop net
c. The player throws the most balls into the net win

5. Hitting off Tee
a. Only one player at a time throws (Do not do two groups with this Skill)
b. Each player gets to hit 3 balls off the tee to see how far they can hit it
c. Leave the farthest ball out there until another player beats it.
d. Player that hits the farthest ball in fair territory wins.

6. Hitting off of a coach
a. Only one player at a time throws (Do not do two groups with this Skill)
b. Each player gets 3 strike pitches to see how far they can hit it fair (keep it to 3 strikes 

pitched)
c. Player that hits the most balls out of 3 wins

7. Running Timed
a.  Only one player at a time throws (Do not do two groups with this Skill)



                                                                

b. Coach will use a stop watch or phone to time the kids running from home to first
c. Fastest player wins
d. Coaches will then time the kids all the way around the bases 
e. Fastest player wins

6:50 – 7:00 (Whole Team Tandem Race)
1. Half of the Team in a line on 2nd base and half in a line at home plate
2. Coach Says go and teams start and run around bases and slap the hand of the next player
3. First Team to have all players run around the bases wins.  
4. Coaches can join in too, kids like that
5. If teams are un-even one player can run twice 
6. If there is enough time do two races

      



                                                                



                                                                

Oconomowoc 5-O’s D-League Game Schedule 
Third Week Game/Practice Day #5 – Wednesday 6/22/2020

ORANGE Vs. RED
YELLOW Vs. GRAY
NAVY PRACTICE

5:30 – 5:45 Warm-Up (Whole Team) this will be done by each team before every game

1. Get your team in a circle, coaches in the middle and go through stretches.  (3 sets of each 
stretch count to 10)

a. Arms out to the side and do small circles to big circles
b. Right arm across chest stretching 
c. Left arm across chest stretching
d. Stretch necks rotate head in circles both ways
e. Stretch legs standing up bend at the waste and try to touch their toes without bending 

their knees
f. Have your whole team run the bases (2) times to get legs loose

2. Playing Catch
a. Have them play catch with a partner start close and back up needed

5:45 – 7:00 GAME
Suggestions and Rules

1. Hitting
a. 1 Coach pitches (3 strikes and then pull out the tee, go through the hitting line-up 

once and then switch)
b. Other coach Coaches 3rd
c. Pick a parent to help coach 1st 
d. Pick a 2nd parent that can keep the hitting group lined up and keep track of who is up 

when the inning changes
e. Hitting team all sits down behind on one side of the backstop on their side third or 

first base sides
f. One player hitting
g. One player on deck getting ready to hit
h. All the rest of the hitting team sits down in order
i. Everyone will hit

2. Fielding
a. Both coaches stand in the field Short Right Center and Short left Center fields and 

help your team to know what to do in the field and when the ball comes to them.
b. Only use 10 players in the field.
c. Each coach may rotate their players as they want in the field try to move the players 

around and obviously you will want you better catching players to play first. 
d. Each team will have one of their players catching with the gear on



                                                                

NAVY PRACTICE SCHEDULE

5:30 – 6:00 Orientation
1. Get your team in a circle, coaches in the middle and go through stretches.  (3 sets of each 

stretch count to 10)
a. Arms out to the side and do small circles to big circles
b. Right arm across chest stretching 
c. Left arm across chest stretching
d. Stretch necks rotate head in circles both ways
e. Stretch legs standing up bend at the waste and try to touch their toes without bending 

their knees
f. Have your whole team run the bases (2) times to get legs loose

2. Playing Catch
a. Have them play catch with a partner start close and back up needed

6:00 – 6:30 GROUP #1 Hitting
1. Hitting Stance and correct hand Placement – Have your kids all grab bats and put their gloves 

down as home plate.
a. Make sure their feet are shoulder width apart
b. Feet in line with the pitcher
c. Hands are up 
d. Bat is up not resting on their shoulder
e. Then you can say swing and have them swing
f. Watch for stepping towards pitcher
g. Squashing bug with back foot
h. Head Down
i. Finishing their swing with two hands

6:30 – 6:50 (Hitting Group Game)
1. Do soft toss with whiffle balls one kid hits and the others are in the field.  Have the kids in 

the field try to field the balls hit 1 point for fielding a ground ball and 2 points for catching a 
fly ball.  Have them keep track.  Each kid hitting gets 10 swings and then switches with 
someone in the field.  Have the kids keep track of how many balls they hit as well.

      
6:00 – 6:30 GROUP #2 Fielding

1. Fielding Position bend knees, flat back, field ball out front – Have all the kids in a line 
facing coach and simulate gliding down to field a ground ball gliding down like landing a 
plane not a helicopter. Have the kids do it in steps as you do it.

2. Have the kids all get into one line while you slowly roll the ball to one at a time



                                                                

6:30 – 6:50 (Fielding Group Game)
2. Put the kids in two lines Roll ground balls to them and have them keep track of how many 

they can field cleanly in a row (if they get the hang of it you can roll the ball side to side and 
possibly give them some they could dive for) Whichever team has the most in a row at the 
end of practice wins.

6:50 – 7:00 (Team Tandem Race)
1. Half of the Team in a line on 2nd base and half in a line at home plate
2. Coach Says go and teams start and run around bases and slap the hand of the next player
3. First Team to have all players run around the bases wins.  
4. Coaches can join in too, kids like that
5. If teams are un-even one player can run twice 
6. If there is enough time do two races



                                                                

Oconomowoc 5-O’s D-League Game Schedule 
Third Week Game/Practice Day #6 – Wednesday 6/24/2020

GRAY Vs. RED
ORANGE Vs. NAVY

YELLOW PRACTICE

5:30 – 5:45 Warm-Up (Whole Team) this will be done by each team before every game

1. Get your team in a circle, coaches in the middle and go through stretches.  (3 sets of each 
stretch count to 10)

a. Arms out to the side and do small circles to big circles
b. Right arm across chest stretching 
c. Left arm across chest stretching
d. Stretch necks rotate head in circles both ways
e. Stretch legs standing up bend at the waste and try to touch their toes without bending 

their knees
f. Have your whole team run the bases (2) times to get legs loose

2. Playing Catch
a. Have them play catch with a partner start close and back up needed

5:45 – 7:00 GAME
Suggestions and Rules

1. Hitting
a. 1 Coach pitches (3 strikes and then pull out the tee, go through the hitting line-up 

once and then switch)
b. Other coach Coaches 3rd
c. Pick a parent to help coach 1st 
d. Pick a 2nd parent that can keep the hitting group lined up and keep track of who is up 

when the inning changes
e. Hitting team all sits down behind on one side of the backstop on their side third or 

first base sides
f. One player hitting
g. One player on deck getting ready to hit
h. All the rest of the hitting team sits down in order
i. Everyone will hit

2. Fielding
a. Both coaches stand in the field Short Right Center and Short left Center fields and 

help your team to know what to do in the field and when the ball comes to them.
b. Only use 10 players in the field.
c. Each coach may rotate their players as they want in the field try to move the players 

around and obviously you will want you better catching players to play first. 
d. Each team will have one of their players catching with the gear on



                                                                

YELLOW PRACTICE SCHEDULE

5:30 – 6:00 Orientation
1. Get your team in a circle, coaches in the middle and go through stretches.  (3 sets of each 

stretch count to 10)
a. Arms out to the side and do small circles to big circles
b. Right arm across chest stretching 
c. Left arm across chest stretching
d. Stretch necks rotate head in circles both ways
e. Stretch legs standing up bend at the waste and try to touch their toes without bending 

their knees
f. Have your whole team run the bases (2) times to get legs loose

2. Playing Catch
a. Have them play catch with a partner start close and back up needed

6:00 – 6:30 GROUP #1 Hitting
1. Hitting Stance and correct hand Placement – Have your kids all grab bats and put their gloves 

down as home plate.
a. Make sure their feet are shoulder width apart
b. Feet in line with the pitcher
c. Hands are up 
d. Bat is up not resting on their shoulder
e. Then you can say swing and have them swing
f. Watch for stepping towards pitcher
g. Squashing bug with back foot
h. Head Down
i. Finishing their swing with two hands

6:30 – 6:50 (Hitting Group Game)
1. Do soft toss with whiffle balls one kid hits and the others are in the field.  Have the kids in 

the field try to field the balls hit 1 point for fielding a ground ball and 2 points for catching a 
fly ball.  Have them keep track.  Each kid hitting gets 10 swings and then switches with 
someone in the field.  Have the kids keep track of how many balls they hit as well.

      
6:00 – 6:30 GROUP #2 Fielding

1. Fielding Position bend knees, flat back, field ball out front – Have all the kids in a line 
facing coach and simulate gliding down to field a ground ball gliding down like landing a 
plane not a helicopter. Have the kids do it in steps as you do it.

2. Have the kids all get into one line while you slowly roll the ball to one at a time



                                                                

6:30 – 6:50 (Fielding Group Game)
2. Put the kids in two lines Roll ground balls to them and have them keep track of how many 

they can field cleanly in a row (if they get the hang of it you can roll the ball side to side and 
possibly give them some they could dive for) Whichever team has the most in a row at the 
end of practice wins.

6:50 – 7:00 (Team Tandem Race)
1. Half of the Team in a line on 2nd base and half in a line at home plate
2. Coach Says go and teams start and run around bases and slap the hand of the next player
3. First Team to have all players run around the bases wins.  
4. Coaches can join in too, kids like that
5. If teams are un-even one player can run twice 
6. If there is enough time do two races



                                                                

Oconomowoc 5-O’s D-League Practice Schedule 
Fourth Week Team Rotation #7 – Monday 7/6/2020

This practice each team will start with their own coaches.  They will break the team into 2 groups.  Both head 
and assistant coach will be doing the same drill but in two groups to be able to work with them easier.  If only 
one coach is available then they drills can be done as one group  every 20 minutes teams will rotate  clockwise 
to the next field where the next team coaches will be doing the drills below.  If coaches have questions please 
let us know.

GRAY TEAM:
DRILL:  Big Circle Game (1 ball – Can add more if no one is getting knocked out

a. Players in a big circle
b. Players throw grounders to each other
c. If players misses he is out
d. Play until one person left
e. Do this multiple times until time to rotate

RED TEAM:
DRILL:  Hitting – Have all the players bring their bats to this station.

a. Stance - Show them how to stand feet shoulder width apart
b. Hands/Bat Position - Hold the bat with hands up and knob of the bat pointed to the catcher
c. Load -  taking a small step with lead foot and slightly shifting weight to their back foot
d. Swing – Hands to ball, Squash the bug
e. Finish – Two hands on the bat finish swing keep balance
f. Go over this multiple times all at once with the players doing what you the coach does
g. Then have them doing it all at once with the coach walking around saying the steps above 

one at a time

NAVY TEAM:
DRILL: Base running - running "over" first base full speed (seems to be an issue for new players)

a. Hit a single - Run through first base (have them pretend swing a bat and run through first 
base.  Breakdown after touching first, look where the ball is and turn away from the field to 
come back to 1st base.

b. Hit a double – round first base using right foot to hit the inside corner of the base and go to 
2nd teach them to round the base correctly and where to start their round of first base.  Have a 
coach stand where they need to start their round before 1st base.

c. Hit a triple – Put a coach at 3rd base and have the players pick up the 3rd base coach to see if 
they should stay at 2nd or come to third for a triple



                                                                

YELLOW TEAM:
DRILL: Fly Balls – Show the players how to catch a fly ball

a. Show them to have glove above head 
b. Use two hands
c. Have the players get in position to catch a fly ball

a. Feet shoulder width apart
b. Glove hand above head
c. Other hand behind glove “Catch with two hands”
d. Have all the players do this multiple times

d. Two coaches split the kids and throw them short fly balls having them catch above their 
heads with two hands.  Do this until it is time to rotate groups

ORANGE TEAM:
DRILL: Throwing – Show the players how to crow hop and throw

a. Show them how to stand sideways towards the target (Backstop Net) 
b. Show how to crow hop to make a long throw
c. Have the players get in position to catch a real easy fly ball (Thrown from Coach)

a. Catch the ball
b. Make sure they are facing toward the target (Backstop Net)
c. Crow hop toward the net
d. Throw the ball as hard as they can to the net (Start Closer to the net then move back)
e. Do this multiple times until each of the kids get it
f. You can split the kids up into two groups and each go through the steps above to get 

more throws in.



                                                                

Oconomowoc 5-O’s D-League Practice Schedule 
Fourth Week Practice #8 – Wednesday 7/8/2020

5:30 – 6:00 Base Running
1. Running to first

a. Coach shows the players how to swing and run through 1st base
i. Swing drop bat

ii. Run as hard as they can 
iii. Run through 1st base and breakdown after hitting the base
iv. Look to see where the ball is
v. Turn away from the field while returning back to the base

vi. Have every player do this 3 times
b. Coach shows the players how to swing and run for a double

i. Swing Drop bat
ii. Run as hard as they can

iii. One coach stands where the players need to start to round first
iv. Hit the inside of the bag with their right foot 
v. Run into 2nd and stop on the base

vi. Have every player do this 3 times
c. Coach Shows the players how to swing and run for a triple

i. Swing Drop bat
ii. Run as hard as they can

iii. One coach stands where the players need to start to round first
iv. Hit the inside of 1st base with their right foot
v. Keep rounding into 2nd and hit 2nd with their right foot on the inside of the 

base
vi. Run into 3rd base and stop on the base

vii. Have every player do this 3 times
d. Coach shows the players how to swing and run for a home run

i. Swing Drop bat
ii. Run as hard as they can

iii. One coach stands where the players need to start to round first
iv. Hit the inside of 1st base with their right foot
v. Keep rounding into 2nd and hit 2nd with their right foot on the inside of the 

base
vi. Keep rounding into 3rd base and run home

vii. Have every player do this 3 times

 



                                                                

(Split your team into 2 groups SAME GROUPS AS MONDAY) 

6:00 – 6:30 GROUP #1 Hitting
1. Hitting Stance and correct hand Placement – Have your kids all grab bats and put their gloves 

down as home plate.
a. Make sure their feet are shoulder width apart
b. Feet in line with the pitcher
c. Hands are up 
d. Bat is up not resting on their shoulder
e. Then you can say swing and have them swing
f. Watch for stepping towards pitcher
g. Squashing bug with back foot
h. Head Down
i. Finishing their swing with two hands

6:30 – 6:50 (Hitting Group Game)
1. Do soft toss with whiffle balls one kid hits and the others are in the field.  Have the kids in 

the field try to field the balls hit 1 point for fielding a ground ball and 2 points for catching a 
fly ball.  Have them keep track.  Each kid hitting gets 10 swings and then switches with 
someone in the field.  Have the kids keep track of how many balls they hit as well.

      
6:00 – 6:30 GROUP #2 Fielding

1. Fielding Position bend knees, flat back, field ball out front – Have all the kids in a line 
facing coach and simulate gliding down to field a ground ball gliding down like landing a 
plane not a helicopter. Have the kids do it in steps as you do it.

2. Have the kids all get into one line while you slowly roll the ball to one at a time

6:30 – 6:50 (Fielding Group Game)
2. Put the kids in two lines Roll ground balls to them and have them keep track of how many 

they can field cleanly in a row (if they get the hang of it you can roll the ball side to side and 
possibly give them some they could dive for) Whichever team has the most in a row at the 
end of practice wins.

6:50 – 7:00 (Team Tandem Race)
1. Half of the Team in a line on 2nd base and half in a line at home plate
2. Coach Says go and teams start and run around bases and slap the hand of the next player
3. First Team to have all players run around the bases wins.  
4. Coaches can join in too, kids like that
5. If teams are un-even one player can run twice 
6. If there is enough time do two races



                                                                

Oconomowoc 5-O’s D-League Game Schedule 
Fifth Week Game/Practice Day #9 – Monday 7/13/2020

ORANGE Vs. YELLOW
RED Vs. NAVY

GRAY PRACTICE

5:30 – 5:45 Warm-Up (Whole Team) this will be done by each team before every game

1. Get your team in a circle, coaches in the middle and go through stretches.  (3 sets of each 
stretch count to 10)

a. Arms out to the side and do small circles to big circles
b. Right arm across chest stretching 
c. Left arm across chest stretching
d. Stretch necks rotate head in circles both ways
e. Stretch legs standing up bend at the waste and try to touch their toes without bending 

their knees
f. Have your whole team run the bases (2) times to get legs loose

2. Playing Catch
a. Have them play catch with a partner start close and back up needed

5:45 – 7:00 GAME
Suggestions and Rules

1. Hitting
a. 1 Coach pitches (3 strikes and then pull out the tee, go through the hitting line-up 

once and then switch)
b. Other coach Coaches 3rd
c. Pick a parent to help coach 1st 
d. Pick a 2nd parent that can keep the hitting group lined up and keep track of who is up 

when the inning changes
e. Hitting team all sits down behind on one side of the backstop on their side third or 

first base sides
f. One player hitting
g. One player on deck getting ready to hit
h. All the rest of the hitting team sits down in order
i. Everyone will hit

2. Fielding
a. Both coaches stand in the field Short Right Center and Short left Center fields and 

help your team to know what to do in the field and when the ball comes to them.
b. Only use 10 players in the field.
c. Each coach may rotate their players as they want in the field try to move the players 

around and obviously you will want you better catching players to play first. 
d. Each team will have one of their players catching with the gear on



                                                                

GRAY PRACTICE SCHEDULE

5:30 – 6:00 Orientation
1. Get your team in a circle, coaches in the middle and go through stretches.  (3 sets of each 

stretch count to 10)
a. Arms out to the side and do small circles to big circles
b. Right arm across chest stretching 
c. Left arm across chest stretching
d. Stretch necks rotate head in circles both ways
e. Stretch legs standing up bend at the waste and try to touch their toes without bending 

their knees
f. Have your whole team run the bases (2) times to get legs loose

2. Playing Catch
a. Have them play catch with a partner start close and back up needed

6:00 – 6:30 GROUP #1 Hitting
1. Hitting Stance and correct hand Placement – Have your kids all grab bats and put their gloves 

down as home plate.
a. Make sure their feet are shoulder width apart
b. Feet in line with the pitcher
c. Hands are up 
d. Bat is up not resting on their shoulder
e. Then you can say swing and have them swing
f. Watch for stepping towards pitcher
g. Squashing bug with back foot
h. Head Down
i. Finishing their swing with two hands

6:30 – 6:50 (Hitting Group Game)
1. Do soft toss with whiffle balls one kid hits and the others are in the field.  Have the kids in 

the field try to field the balls hit 1 point for fielding a ground ball and 2 points for catching a 
fly ball.  Have them keep track.  Each kid hitting gets 10 swings and then switches with 
someone in the field.  Have the kids keep track of how many balls they hit as well.

      
6:00 – 6:30 GROUP #2 Fielding

1. Fielding Position bend knees, flat back, field ball out front – Have all the kids in a line 
facing coach and simulate gliding down to field a ground ball gliding down like landing a 
plane not a helicopter. Have the kids do it in steps as you do it.

2. Have the kids all get into one line while you slowly roll the ball to one at a time



                                                                

6:30 – 6:50 (Fielding Group Game)
2. Put the kids in two lines Roll ground balls to them and have them keep track of how many 

they can field cleanly in a row (if they get the hang of it you can roll the ball side to side and 
possibly give them some they could dive for) Whichever team has the most in a row at the 
end of practice wins.

6:50 – 7:00 (Team Tandem Race)
1. Half of the Team in a line on 2nd base and half in a line at home plate
2. Coach Says go and teams start and run around bases and slap the hand of the next player
3. First Team to have all players run around the bases wins.  
4. Coaches can join in too, kids like that
5. If teams are un-even one player can run twice 
6. If there is enough time do two races



                                                                

Oconomowoc 5-O’s D-League Game Schedule 
Fifth Week Game/Practice Day #10 – Wednesday 7/15/2020

NAVY Vs. YELLOW
GRAY Vs. ORANGE

RED PRACTICE

5:30 – 5:45 Warm-Up (Whole Team) this will be done by each team before every game

1. Get your team in a circle, coaches in the middle and go through stretches.  (3 sets of each 
stretch count to 10)

a. Arms out to the side and do small circles to big circles
b. Right arm across chest stretching 
c. Left arm across chest stretching
d. Stretch necks rotate head in circles both ways
e. Stretch legs standing up bend at the waste and try to touch their toes without bending 

their knees
f. Have your whole team run the bases (2) times to get legs loose

2. Playing Catch
a. Have them play catch with a partner start close and back up needed

5:45 – 7:00 GAME
Suggestions and Rules

1. Hitting
a. 1 Coach pitches (3 strikes and then pull out the tee, go through the hitting line-up 

once and then switch)
b. Other coach Coaches 3rd
c. Pick a parent to help coach 1st 
d. Pick a 2nd parent that can keep the hitting group lined up and keep track of who is up 

when the inning changes
e. Hitting team all sits down behind on one side of the backstop on their side third or 

first base sides
f. One player hitting
g. One player on deck getting ready to hit
h. All the rest of the hitting team sits down in order
i. Everyone will hit

2. Fielding
a. Both coaches stand in the field Short Right Center and Short left Center fields and 

help your team to know what to do in the field and when the ball comes to them.
b. Only use 10 players in the field.
c. Each coach may rotate their players as they want in the field try to move the players 

around and obviously you will want you better catching players to play first. 
d. Each team will have one of their players catching with the gear on



                                                                

RED PRACTICE SCHEDULE

5:30 – 6:00 Orientation
1. Get your team in a circle, coaches in the middle and go through stretches.  (3 sets of each 

stretch count to 10)
a. Arms out to the side and do small circles to big circles
b. Right arm across chest stretching 
c. Left arm across chest stretching
d. Stretch necks rotate head in circles both ways
e. Stretch legs standing up bend at the waste and try to touch their toes without bending 

their knees
f. Have your whole team run the bases (2) times to get legs loose

2. Playing Catch
a. Have them play catch with a partner start close and back up needed

6:00 – 6:30 GROUP #1 Hitting
1. Hitting Stance and correct hand Placement – Have your kids all grab bats and put their gloves 

down as home plate.
a. Make sure their feet are shoulder width apart
b. Feet in line with the pitcher
c. Hands are up 
d. Bat is up not resting on their shoulder
e. Then you can say swing and have them swing
f. Watch for stepping towards pitcher
g. Squashing bug with back foot
h. Head Down
i. Finishing their swing with two hands

6:30 – 6:50 (Hitting Group Game)
1. Do soft toss with whiffle balls one kid hits and the others are in the field.  Have the kids in 

the field try to field the balls hit 1 point for fielding a ground ball and 2 points for catching a 
fly ball.  Have them keep track.  Each kid hitting gets 10 swings and then switches with 
someone in the field.  Have the kids keep track of how many balls they hit as well.

      
6:00 – 6:30 GROUP #2 Fielding

1. Fielding Position bend knees, flat back, field ball out front – Have all the kids in a line 
facing coach and simulate gliding down to field a ground ball gliding down like landing a 
plane not a helicopter. Have the kids do it in steps as you do it.

2. Have the kids all get into one line while you slowly roll the ball to one at a time



                                                                

6:30 – 6:50 (Fielding Group Game)
2. Put the kids in two lines Roll ground balls to them and have them keep track of how many 

they can field cleanly in a row (if they get the hang of it you can roll the ball side to side and 
possibly give them some they could dive for) Whichever team has the most in a row at the 
end of practice wins.

6:50 – 7:00 (Team Tandem Race)
1. Half of the Team in a line on 2nd base and half in a line at home plate
2. Coach Says go and teams start and run around bases and slap the hand of the next player
3. First Team to have all players run around the bases wins.  
4. Coaches can join in too, kids like that
5. If teams are un-even one player can run twice 
6. If there is enough time do two races



                                                                

Oconomowoc 5-O’s D-League Game Schedule 
Sixth Week Game/Practice Day #11 – Monday 7/20/2020

NAVY Vs. GRAY
RED Vs. YELLOW

ORANGE PRACTICE

5:30 – 5:45 Warm-Up (Whole Team) this will be done by each team before every game

1. Get your team in a circle, coaches in the middle and go through stretches.  (3 sets of each 
stretch count to 10)

a. Arms out to the side and do small circles to big circles
b. Right arm across chest stretching 
c. Left arm across chest stretching
d. Stretch necks rotate head in circles both ways
e. Stretch legs standing up bend at the waste and try to touch their toes without bending 

their knees
f. Have your whole team run the bases (2) times to get legs loose

2. Playing Catch
a. Have them play catch with a partner start close and back up needed

5:45 – 7:00 GAME
Suggestions and Rules

1. Hitting
a. 1 Coach pitches (3 strikes and then pull out the tee, go through the hitting line-up 

once and then switch)
b. Other coach Coaches 3rd
c. Pick a parent to help coach 1st 
d. Pick a 2nd parent that can keep the hitting group lined up and keep track of who is up 

when the inning changes
e. Hitting team all sits down behind on one side of the backstop on their side third or 

first base sides
f. One player hitting
g. One player on deck getting ready to hit
h. All the rest of the hitting team sits down in order
i. Everyone will hit

2. Fielding
a. Both coaches stand in the field Short Right Center and Short left Center fields and 

help your team to know what to do in the field and when the ball comes to them.
b. Only use 10 players in the field.
c. Each coach may rotate their players as they want in the field try to move the players 

around and obviously you will want you better catching players to play first. 
d. Each team will have one of their players catching with the gear on



                                                                

ORANGE PRACTICE SCHEDULE

5:30 – 6:00 Orientation
1. Get your team in a circle, coaches in the middle and go through stretches.  (3 sets of each 

stretch count to 10)
a. Arms out to the side and do small circles to big circles
b. Right arm across chest stretching 
c. Left arm across chest stretching
d. Stretch necks rotate head in circles both ways
e. Stretch legs standing up bend at the waste and try to touch their toes without bending 

their knees
f. Have your whole team run the bases (2) times to get legs loose

2. Playing Catch
a. Have them play catch with a partner start close and back up needed

6:00 – 6:30 GROUP #1 Hitting
1. Hitting Stance and correct hand Placement – Have your kids all grab bats and put their gloves 

down as home plate.
a. Make sure their feet are shoulder width apart
b. Feet in line with the pitcher
c. Hands are up 
d. Bat is up not resting on their shoulder
e. Then you can say swing and have them swing
f. Watch for stepping towards pitcher
g. Squashing bug with back foot
h. Head Down
i. Finishing their swing with two hands

6:30 – 6:50 (Hitting Group Game)
1. Do soft toss with whiffle balls one kid hits and the others are in the field.  Have the kids in 

the field try to field the balls hit 1 point for fielding a ground ball and 2 points for catching a 
fly ball.  Have them keep track.  Each kid hitting gets 10 swings and then switches with 
someone in the field.  Have the kids keep track of how many balls they hit as well.

      
6:00 – 6:30 GROUP #2 Fielding

1. Fielding Position bend knees, flat back, field ball out front – Have all the kids in a line 
facing coach and simulate gliding down to field a ground ball gliding down like landing a 
plane not a helicopter. Have the kids do it in steps as you do it.

2. Have the kids all get into one line while you slowly roll the ball to one at a time



                                                                

6:30 – 6:50 (Fielding Group Game)
2. Put the kids in two lines Roll ground balls to them and have them keep track of how many 

they can field cleanly in a row (if they get the hang of it you can roll the ball side to side and 
possibly give them some they could dive for) Whichever team has the most in a row at the 
end of practice wins.

6:50 – 7:00 (Team Tandem Race)
1. Half of the Team in a line on 2nd base and half in a line at home plate
2. Coach Says go and teams start and run around bases and slap the hand of the next player
3. First Team to have all players run around the bases wins.  
4. Coaches can join in too, kids like that
5. If teams are un-even one player can run twice 
6. If there is enough time do two races



                                                                

Oconomowoc 5-O’s D-League Practice Schedule 
Sixth Week Practice #12 – Wednesday 7/22/2020

5:30 – 6:00 Orientation
1. Coaches will go through the positions on a baseball field have them sit down and go through 

the positions per the attached field drawing.
2. Once you go through them point to a position on the sheet and have them tell you what it is.
3. After you have gone through number 2 above coach will run to a position and have the kids 

tell you what position you are at.  Go through all of them.  Assistant coach can sit with the 
kids to help them out as head coach runs around to the different positions.

6:00 – 6:25 GROUP Throwing Drill #1
1. Mechanics

a. Shoulders pointing to the target
b. Big Circles with hands

i. Thumb to thigh pinky to sky
ii. Hand turned backwards

c. Hand brings ball to power position
d. Hand on top of elbow

i. Elbow at 90 degrees from shoulder
e. Glove by chest point glove elbow to target
f. Rotate shoulders as throwing 
g. Bury front elbow to side 
h. Make sure to step towards target
i. Get back side through (Follow through and finish)
j. Always keep eyes on throwing target hit partner in chest with throw

2. Throwing Drills (All drills below need to be done doing A thru J above)
a. Two Knees down with partner approx. 10 feet apart
b. One Knee down with partner approx. 10 feet apart
c. Stand Up both feet Planted with partner approx. 10 feet apart

3. Throwing Drill #2
a. Have your group stand in line 
b. Roll a ground ball to first person in line and field it
c. Have them throw back to you after fielding the ball using the mechanics you showed 

them above.

6:25 – 6:50 Hitting 
1. Hitting Mechanics. (Have your kids all grab bats and put their gloves down as home plate.)

a. Make sure their feet are shoulder width apart
b. Feet in line with the pitcher
c. Hands are up 
d. Bat is up not resting on their shoulder



                                                                

e. Then you can say swing and have them swing
f. Watch for stepping towards pitcher
g. Squashing bug with back foot
h. Head Down
i. Finishing their swing with two hands

2. Batting Practice
a. Coach pitches to one kid (wearing helmets to get used to them) one kid at a time at 

home plate hitting
b. Each kid hitting gets 10 swings and then switches with someone in the field
c. On the 10th pitch or last hit the hitter will run it out (do not have them run all the way 

around.  They need to learn to stop at bases so they do not get tagged out) 
d. Each of the kids in the field will be put at a position and will rotate through all 

positions as each hitter is finished
e. Be sure to have the fielders get in the ready position as the you pitch the ball
f. Make sure the fielders do not fight over the ball and work as at team

6:50 – 7:00 (Whole Team Tandem Race)
1. Half of the Team in a line on 2nd base and half in a line at home plate
2. Coach Says go and teams start and run around bases and slap the hand of the next player
3. First Team to have all players run around the bases wins.  
4. Coaches can join in too, kids like that
5. If teams are un-even one player can run twice 
6. If there is enough time do two races

      



                                                                



                                                                

Oconomowoc 5-O’s D-League Practice Schedule 
Seventh Week Practice #13 – Monday 7/27/2020

5:30 – 6:00 Base Running
1. Running to first

a. Coach shows the players how to swing and run through 1st base
i. Swing drop bat

ii. Run as hard as they can 
iii. Run through 1st base and breakdown after hitting the base
iv. Look to see where the ball is
v. Turn away from the field while returning back to the base

vi. Have every player do this 3 times
b. Coach shows the players how to swing and run for a double

i. Swing Drop bat
ii. Run as hard as they can

iii. One coach stands where the players need to start to round first
iv. Hit the inside of the bag with their right foot 
v. Run into 2nd and stop on the base

vi. Have every player do this 3 times
c. Coach Shows the players how to swing and run for a triple

i. Swing Drop bat
ii. Run as hard as they can

iii. One coach stands where the players need to start to round first
iv. Hit the inside of 1st base with their right foot
v. Keep rounding into 2nd and hit 2nd with their right foot on the inside of the 

base
vi. Run into 3rd base and stop on the base

vii. Have every player do this 3 times
d. Coach shows the players how to swing and run for a home run

i. Swing Drop bat
ii. Run as hard as they can

iii. One coach stands where the players need to start to round first
iv. Hit the inside of 1st base with their right foot
v. Keep rounding into 2nd and hit 2nd with their right foot on the inside of the 

base
vi. Keep rounding into 3rd base and run home

vii. Have every player do this 3 times

 



                                                                

(Split your team into 2 groups REMEMBER THESE GROUPS FOR WEDNESDAY) 

6:00 – 6:30 GROUP #1 Hitting
1. Hitting Stance and correct hand Placement – Have your kids all grab bats and put their gloves 

down as home plate.
a. Make sure their feet are shoulder width apart
b. Feet in line with the pitcher
c. Hands are up 
d. Bat is up not resting on their shoulder
e. Then you can say swing and have them swing
f. Watch for stepping towards pitcher
g. Squashing bug with back foot
h. Head Down
i. Finishing their swing with two hands

6:30 – 6:50 (Hitting Group Game)
1. Do soft toss with whiffle balls one kid hits and the others are in the field.  Have the kids in 

the field try to field the balls hit 1 point for fielding a ground ball and 2 points for catching a 
fly ball.  Have them keep track.  Each kid hitting gets 10 swings and then switches with 
someone in the field.  Have the kids keep track of how many balls they hit as well.

      
6:00 – 6:30 GROUP #2 Fielding

1. Fielding Position bend knees, flat back, field ball out front – Have all the kids in a line 
facing coach and simulate gliding down to field a ground ball gliding down like landing a 
plane not a helicopter. Have the kids do it in steps as you do it.

2. Have the kids all get into one line while you slowly roll the ball to one at a time

6:30 – 6:50 (Fielding Group Game)
2. Put the kids in two lines Roll ground balls to them and have them keep track of how many 

they can field cleanly in a row (if they get the hang of it you can roll the ball side to side and 
possibly give them some they could dive for) Whichever team has the most in a row at the 
end of practice wins.

6:50 – 7:00 (Team Tandem Race)
1. Half of the Team in a line on 2nd base and half in a line at home plate
2. Coach Says go and teams start and run around bases and slap the hand of the next player
3. First Team to have all players run around the bases wins.  
4. Coaches can join in too, kids like that
5. If teams are un-even one player can run twice 
6. If there is enough time do two races



                                                                

Oconomowoc 5-O’s D-League Game Schedule 
Seventh Week Game/Practice Day #14 – Wednesday 7/29/2020

RED Vs. ORANGE
GRAY Vs. YELLOW
NAVY PRACTICE

5:30 – 5:45 Warm-Up (Whole Team) this will be done by each team before every game

1. Get your team in a circle, coaches in the middle and go through stretches.  (3 sets of each 
stretch count to 10)

a. Arms out to the side and do small circles to big circles
b. Right arm across chest stretching 
c. Left arm across chest stretching
d. Stretch necks rotate head in circles both ways
e. Stretch legs standing up bend at the waste and try to touch their toes without bending 

their knees
f. Have your whole team run the bases (2) times to get legs loose

2. Playing Catch
a. Have them play catch with a partner start close and back up needed

5:45 – 7:00 GAME
Suggestions and Rules

1. Hitting
a. 1 Coach pitches (3 strikes and then pull out the tee, go through the hitting line-up 

once and then switch)
b. Other coach Coaches 3rd
c. Pick a parent to help coach 1st 
d. Pick a 2nd parent that can keep the hitting group lined up and keep track of who is up 

when the inning changes
e. Hitting team all sits down behind on one side of the backstop on their side third or 

first base sides
f. One player hitting
g. One player on deck getting ready to hit
h. All the rest of the hitting team sits down in order
i. Everyone will hit

2. Fielding
a. Both coaches stand in the field Short Right Center and Short left Center fields and 

help your team to know what to do in the field and when the ball comes to them.
b. Only use 10 players in the field.
c. Each coach may rotate their players as they want in the field try to move the players 

around and obviously you will want you better catching players to play first. 
d. Each team will have one of their players catching with the gear on



                                                                

NAVY PRACTICE SCHEDULE

5:30 – 6:00 Orientation
1. Get your team in a circle, coaches in the middle and go through stretches.  (3 sets of each 

stretch count to 10)
a. Arms out to the side and do small circles to big circles
b. Right arm across chest stretching 
c. Left arm across chest stretching
d. Stretch necks rotate head in circles both ways
e. Stretch legs standing up bend at the waste and try to touch their toes without bending 

their knees
f. Have your whole team run the bases (2) times to get legs loose

2. Playing Catch
a. Have them play catch with a partner start close and back up needed

6:00 – 6:25 Throwing Drill #1
1. Mechanics

a. Shoulders pointing to the target
b. Big Circles with hands

i. Thumb to thigh pinky to sky
ii. Hand turned backwards

c. Hand brings ball to power position
d. Hand on top of elbow

i. Elbow at 90 degrees from shoulder
e. Glove by chest point glove elbow to target
f. Rotate shoulders as throwing 
g. Bury front elbow to side 
h. Make sure to step towards target
i. Get back side through (Follow through and finish)
j. Always keep eyes on throwing target hit partner in chest with throw

2. Throwing Drills (All drills below need to be done doing A thru J above)
a. Two Knees down with partner approx. 10 feet apart
b. One Knee down with partner approx. 10 feet apart
c. Stand Up both feet Planted with partner approx. 10 feet apart

 
3. Throwing Drill #2

a. Have your group stand in line 
b. Roll a ground ball to first person in line and field it
c. Have them throw back to you after fielding the ball using the mechanics you showed 

them above.
 



                                                                

   6:25 – 6:50 Hitting
1. Hitting Stance and correct hand Placement – Have your kids all grab bats and put their gloves 

down as home plate.
a. Make sure their feet are shoulder width apart
b. Feet in line with the pitcher
c. Hands are up 
d. Bat is up not resting on their shoulder
e. Then you can say swing and have them swing
f. Watch for stepping towards pitcher
g. Squashing bug with back foot
h. Head Down
i. Finishing their swing with two hands

2. Batting Practice
a. Coach pitches to one kid (wearing helmets to get used to them) one kid at a time at 

home plate hitting
b. Each kid hitting gets 10 swings and then switches with someone in the field
c. On the 10th pitch or last hit the hitter will run it out (do not have them run all the way 

around.  They need to learn to stop at bases so they do not get tagged out) 
d. Each of the kids in the field will be put at a position and will rotate through all 

positions as each hitter is finished
e. Be sure to have the fielders get in the ready position as the you pitch the ball
f. Make sure the fielders do not fight over the ball and work as at team

6:50 – 7:00 (Team Tandem Race)
1. Half of the Team in a line on 2nd base and half in a line at home plate
2. Coach Says go and teams start and run around bases and slap the hand of the next player
3. First Team to have all players run around the bases wins.  
4. Coaches can join in too, kids like that
5. If teams are un-even one player can run twice 
6. If there is enough time do two races



                                                                

Oconomowoc 5-O’s D-League Game Schedule 
Eighth Week Game/Practice Day #15 – Monday 8/3/2020

RED Vs. GRAY
NAVY Vs. ORANGE

YELLOW PRACTICE

5:30 – 5:45 Warm-Up (Whole Team) this will be done by each team before every game

1. Get your team in a circle, coaches in the middle and go through stretches.  (3 sets of each 
stretch count to 10)

a. Arms out to the side and do small circles to big circles
b. Right arm across chest stretching 
c. Left arm across chest stretching
d. Stretch necks rotate head in circles both ways
e. Stretch legs standing up bend at the waste and try to touch their toes without bending 

their knees
f. Have your whole team run the bases (2) times to get legs loose

2. Playing Catch
a. Have them play catch with a partner start close and back up needed

5:45 – 7:00 GAME
Suggestions and Rules

1. Hitting
a. 1 Coach pitches (3 strikes and then pull out the tee, go through the hitting line-up 

once and then switch)
b. Other coach Coaches 3rd
c. Pick a parent to help coach 1st 
d. Pick a 2nd parent that can keep the hitting group lined up and keep track of who is up 

when the inning changes
e. Hitting team all sits down behind on one side of the backstop on their side third or 

first base sides
f. One player hitting
g. One player on deck getting ready to hit
h. All the rest of the hitting team sits down in order
i. Everyone will hit

2. Fielding
a. Both coaches stand in the field Short Right Center and Short left Center fields and 

help your team to know what to do in the field and when the ball comes to them.
b. Only use 10 players in the field.
c. Each coach may rotate their players as they want in the field try to move the players 

around and obviously you will want you better catching players to play first. 
d. Each team will have one of their players catching with the gear on



                                                                

YELLOW PRACTICE SCHEDULE

5:30 – 6:00 Orientation
1. Get your team in a circle, coaches in the middle and go through stretches.  (3 sets of each 

stretch count to 10)
a. Arms out to the side and do small circles to big circles
b. Right arm across chest stretching 
c. Left arm across chest stretching
d. Stretch necks rotate head in circles both ways
e. Stretch legs standing up bend at the waste and try to touch their toes without bending 

their knees
f. Have your whole team run the bases (2) times to get legs loose

2. Playing Catch
a. Have them play catch with a partner start close and back up needed

6:00 – 6:25 Throwing Drill #1
1. Mechanics

a. Shoulders pointing to the target
b. Big Circles with hands

i. Thumb to thigh pinky to sky
ii. Hand turned backwards

c. Hand brings ball to power position
d. Hand on top of elbow

i. Elbow at 90 degrees from shoulder
e. Glove by chest point glove elbow to target
f. Rotate shoulders as throwing 
g. Bury front elbow to side 
h. Make sure to step towards target
i. Get back side through (Follow through and finish)
j. Always keep eyes on throwing target hit partner in chest with throw

2. Throwing Drills (All drills below need to be done doing A thru J above)
a. Two Knees down with partner approx. 10 feet apart
b. One Knee down with partner approx. 10 feet apart
c. Stand Up both feet Planted with partner approx. 10 feet apart

 
3. Throwing Drill #2

a. Have your group stand in line 
b. Roll a ground ball to first person in line and field it
c. Have them throw back to you after fielding the ball using the mechanics you showed 

them above.
 



                                                                

   6:25 – 6:50 Hitting
1. Hitting Stance and correct hand Placement – Have your kids all grab bats and put their gloves 

down as home plate.
a. Make sure their feet are shoulder width apart
b. Feet in line with the pitcher
c. Hands are up 
d. Bat is up not resting on their shoulder
e. Then you can say swing and have them swing
f. Watch for stepping towards pitcher
g. Squashing bug with back foot
h. Head Down
i. Finishing their swing with two hands

2. Batting Practice
a. Coach pitches to one kid (wearing helmets to get used to them) one kid at a time at 

home plate hitting
b. Each kid hitting gets 10 swings and then switches with someone in the field
c. On the 10th pitch or last hit the hitter will run it out (do not have them run all the way 

around.  They need to learn to stop at bases so they do not get tagged out) 
d. Each of the kids in the field will be put at a position and will rotate through all 

positions as each hitter is finished
e. Be sure to have the fielders get in the ready position as the you pitch the ball
f. Make sure the fielders do not fight over the ball and work as at team

6:50 – 7:00 (Team Tandem Race)
1. Half of the Team in a line on 2nd base and half in a line at home plate
2. Coach Says go and teams start and run around bases and slap the hand of the next player
3. First Team to have all players run around the bases wins.  
4. Coaches can join in too, kids like that
5. If teams are un-even one player can run twice 
6. If there is enough time do two races



                                                                

Oconomowoc 5-O’s D-League Game Schedule 
Eighth Week Game/Practice Day #16 – Wednesday 8/5/2020

NAVY Vs. RED
YELLOW Vs. ORANGE

GRAY PRACTICE

5:30 – 5:45 Warm-Up (Whole Team) this will be done by each team before every game

1. Get your team in a circle, coaches in the middle and go through stretches.  (3 sets of each 
stretch count to 10)

a. Arms out to the side and do small circles to big circles
b. Right arm across chest stretching 
c. Left arm across chest stretching
d. Stretch necks rotate head in circles both ways
e. Stretch legs standing up bend at the waste and try to touch their toes without bending 

their knees
f. Have your whole team run the bases (2) times to get legs loose

2. Playing Catch
a. Have them play catch with a partner start close and back up needed

5:45 – 7:00 GAME
Suggestions and Rules

1. Hitting
a. 1 Coach pitches (3 strikes and then pull out the tee, go through the hitting line-up 

once and then switch)
b. Other coach Coaches 3rd
c. Pick a parent to help coach 1st 
d. Pick a 2nd parent that can keep the hitting group lined up and keep track of who is up 

when the inning changes
e. Hitting team all sits down behind on one side of the backstop on their side third or 

first base sides
f. One player hitting
g. One player on deck getting ready to hit
h. All the rest of the hitting team sits down in order
i. Everyone will hit

2. Fielding
a. Both coaches stand in the field Short Right Center and Short left Center fields and 

help your team to know what to do in the field and when the ball comes to them.
b. Only use 10 players in the field.
c. Each coach may rotate their players as they want in the field try to move the players 

around and obviously you will want you better catching players to play first. 
d. Each team will have one of their players catching with the gear on



                                                                

GRAY PRACTICE SCHEDULE

5:30 – 6:00 Orientation
1. Get your team in a circle, coaches in the middle and go through stretches.  (3 sets of each 

stretch count to 10)
a. Arms out to the side and do small circles to big circles
b. Right arm across chest stretching 
c. Left arm across chest stretching
d. Stretch necks rotate head in circles both ways
e. Stretch legs standing up bend at the waste and try to touch their toes without bending 

their knees
f. Have your whole team run the bases (2) times to get legs loose

2. Playing Catch
a. Have them play catch with a partner start close and back up needed

6:00 – 6:25 Throwing Drill #1
1. Mechanics

a. Shoulders pointing to the target
b. Big Circles with hands

i. Thumb to thigh pinky to sky
ii. Hand turned backwards

c. Hand brings ball to power position
d. Hand on top of elbow

i. Elbow at 90 degrees from shoulder
e. Glove by chest point glove elbow to target
f. Rotate shoulders as throwing 
g. Bury front elbow to side 
h. Make sure to step towards target
i. Get back side through (Follow through and finish)
j. Always keep eyes on throwing target hit partner in chest with throw

2. Throwing Drills (All drills below need to be done doing A thru J above)
a. Two Knees down with partner approx. 10 feet apart
b. One Knee down with partner approx. 10 feet apart
c. Stand Up both feet Planted with partner approx. 10 feet apart

 
3. Throwing Drill #2

a. Have your group stand in line 
b. Roll a ground ball to first person in line and field it
c. Have them throw back to you after fielding the ball using the mechanics you showed 

them above.
 



                                                                

   6:25 – 6:50 Hitting
1. Hitting Stance and correct hand Placement – Have your kids all grab bats and put their gloves 

down as home plate.
a. Make sure their feet are shoulder width apart
b. Feet in line with the pitcher
c. Hands are up 
d. Bat is up not resting on their shoulder
e. Then you can say swing and have them swing
f. Watch for stepping towards pitcher
g. Squashing bug with back foot
h. Head Down
i. Finishing their swing with two hands

2. Batting Practice
a. Coach pitches to one kid (wearing helmets to get used to them) one kid at a time at 

home plate hitting
b. Each kid hitting gets 10 swings and then switches with someone in the field
c. On the 10th pitch or last hit the hitter will run it out (do not have them run all the way 

around.  They need to learn to stop at bases so they do not get tagged out) 
d. Each of the kids in the field will be put at a position and will rotate through all 

positions as each hitter is finished
e. Be sure to have the fielders get in the ready position as the you pitch the ball
f. Make sure the fielders do not fight over the ball and work as at team

6:50 – 7:00 (Team Tandem Race)
1. Half of the Team in a line on 2nd base and half in a line at home plate
2. Coach Says go and teams start and run around bases and slap the hand of the next player
3. First Team to have all players run around the bases wins.  
4. Coaches can join in too, kids like that
5. If teams are un-even one player can run twice 
6. If there is enough time do two races



                                                                

Oconomowoc 5-O’s D-League Game Schedule 
Nineth Week Game/Practice Day #17 – Monday 8/10/2020

ORANGE Vs. GRAY
YELLOW Vs. NAVY

RED PRACTICE

5:30 – 5:45 Warm-Up (Whole Team) this will be done by each team before every game

1. Get your team in a circle, coaches in the middle and go through stretches.  (3 sets of each 
stretch count to 10)

a. Arms out to the side and do small circles to big circles
b. Right arm across chest stretching 
c. Left arm across chest stretching
d. Stretch necks rotate head in circles both ways
e. Stretch legs standing up bend at the waste and try to touch their toes without bending 

their knees
f. Have your whole team run the bases (2) times to get legs loose

2. Playing Catch
a. Have them play catch with a partner start close and back up needed

5:45 – 7:00 GAME
Suggestions and Rules

1. Hitting
a. 1 Coach pitches (3 strikes and then pull out the tee, go through the hitting line-up 

once and then switch)
b. Other coach Coaches 3rd
c. Pick a parent to help coach 1st 
d. Pick a 2nd parent that can keep the hitting group lined up and keep track of who is up 

when the inning changes
e. Hitting team all sits down behind on one side of the backstop on their side third or 

first base sides
f. One player hitting
g. One player on deck getting ready to hit
h. All the rest of the hitting team sits down in order
i. Everyone will hit

2. Fielding
a. Both coaches stand in the field Short Right Center and Short left Center fields and 

help your team to know what to do in the field and when the ball comes to them.
b. Only use 10 players in the field.
c. Each coach may rotate their players as they want in the field try to move the players 

around and obviously you will want you better catching players to play first. 
d. Each team will have one of their players catching with the gear on



                                                                

RED PRACTICE SCHEDULE

5:30 – 6:00 Orientation
1. Get your team in a circle, coaches in the middle and go through stretches.  (3 sets of each 

stretch count to 10)
a. Arms out to the side and do small circles to big circles
b. Right arm across chest stretching 
c. Left arm across chest stretching
d. Stretch necks rotate head in circles both ways
e. Stretch legs standing up bend at the waste and try to touch their toes without bending 

their knees
f. Have your whole team run the bases (2) times to get legs loose

2. Playing Catch
a. Have them play catch with a partner start close and back up needed

6:00 – 6:25 Throwing Drill #1
1. Mechanics

a. Shoulders pointing to the target
b. Big Circles with hands

i. Thumb to thigh pinky to sky
ii. Hand turned backwards

c. Hand brings ball to power position
d. Hand on top of elbow

i. Elbow at 90 degrees from shoulder
e. Glove by chest point glove elbow to target
f. Rotate shoulders as throwing 
g. Bury front elbow to side 
h. Make sure to step towards target
i. Get back side through (Follow through and finish)
j. Always keep eyes on throwing target hit partner in chest with throw

2. Throwing Drills (All drills below need to be done doing A thru J above)
a. Two Knees down with partner approx. 10 feet apart
b. One Knee down with partner approx. 10 feet apart
c. Stand Up both feet Planted with partner approx. 10 feet apart

 
3. Throwing Drill #2

a. Have your group stand in line 
b. Roll a ground ball to first person in line and field it
c. Have them throw back to you after fielding the ball using the mechanics you showed 

them above.
 



                                                                

   6:25 – 6:50 Hitting
1. Hitting Stance and correct hand Placement – Have your kids all grab bats and put their gloves 

down as home plate.
a. Make sure their feet are shoulder width apart
b. Feet in line with the pitcher
c. Hands are up 
d. Bat is up not resting on their shoulder
e. Then you can say swing and have them swing
f. Watch for stepping towards pitcher
g. Squashing bug with back foot
h. Head Down
i. Finishing their swing with two hands

2. Batting Practice
a. Coach pitches to one kid (wearing helmets to get used to them) one kid at a time at 

home plate hitting
b. Each kid hitting gets 10 swings and then switches with someone in the field
c. On the 10th pitch or last hit the hitter will run it out (do not have them run all the way 

around.  They need to learn to stop at bases so they do not get tagged out) 
d. Each of the kids in the field will be put at a position and will rotate through all 

positions as each hitter is finished
e. Be sure to have the fielders get in the ready position as the you pitch the ball
f. Make sure the fielders do not fight over the ball and work as at team

6:50 – 7:00 (Team Tandem Race)
1. Half of the Team in a line on 2nd base and half in a line at home plate
2. Coach Says go and teams start and run around bases and slap the hand of the next player
3. First Team to have all players run around the bases wins.  
4. Coaches can join in too, kids like that
5. If teams are un-even one player can run twice 
6. If there is enough time do two races



                                                                

Oconomowoc 5-O’s D-League Game Schedule 
Nineth Week Game/Practice Day #18 – Wednesday 8/12/2020

GRAY Vs. NAVY
YELLOW Vs. RED

ORANGE PRACTICE

5:30 – 5:45 Warm-Up (Whole Team) this will be done by each team before every game

1. Get your team in a circle, coaches in the middle and go through stretches.  (3 sets of each 
stretch count to 10)

a. Arms out to the side and do small circles to big circles
b. Right arm across chest stretching 
c. Left arm across chest stretching
d. Stretch necks rotate head in circles both ways
e. Stretch legs standing up bend at the waste and try to touch their toes without bending 

their knees
f. Have your whole team run the bases (2) times to get legs loose

2. Playing Catch
a. Have them play catch with a partner start close and back up needed

5:45 – 7:00 GAME
Suggestions and Rules

1. Hitting
a. 1 Coach pitches (3 strikes and then pull out the tee, go through the hitting line-up 

once and then switch)
b. Other coach Coaches 3rd
c. Pick a parent to help coach 1st 
d. Pick a 2nd parent that can keep the hitting group lined up and keep track of who is up 

when the inning changes
e. Hitting team all sits down behind on one side of the backstop on their side third or 

first base sides
f. One player hitting
g. One player on deck getting ready to hit
h. All the rest of the hitting team sits down in order
i. Everyone will hit

2. Fielding
a. Both coaches stand in the field Short Right Center and Short left Center fields and 

help your team to know what to do in the field and when the ball comes to them.
b. Only use 10 players in the field.
c. Each coach may rotate their players as they want in the field try to move the players 

around and obviously you will want you better catching players to play first. 
d. Each team will have one of their players catching with the gear on



                                                                

ORANGE PRACTICE SCHEDULE

5:30 – 6:00 Orientation
1. Get your team in a circle, coaches in the middle and go through stretches.  (3 sets of each 

stretch count to 10)
a. Arms out to the side and do small circles to big circles
b. Right arm across chest stretching 
c. Left arm across chest stretching
d. Stretch necks rotate head in circles both ways
e. Stretch legs standing up bend at the waste and try to touch their toes without bending 

their knees
f. Have your whole team run the bases (2) times to get legs loose

2. Playing Catch
a. Have them play catch with a partner start close and back up needed

6:00 – 6:25 Throwing Drill #1
1. Mechanics

a. Shoulders pointing to the target
b. Big Circles with hands

i. Thumb to thigh pinky to sky
ii. Hand turned backwards

c. Hand brings ball to power position
d. Hand on top of elbow

i. Elbow at 90 degrees from shoulder
e. Glove by chest point glove elbow to target
f. Rotate shoulders as throwing 
g. Bury front elbow to side 
h. Make sure to step towards target
i. Get back side through (Follow through and finish)
j. Always keep eyes on throwing target hit partner in chest with throw

2. Throwing Drills (All drills below need to be done doing A thru J above)
a. Two Knees down with partner approx. 10 feet apart
b. One Knee down with partner approx. 10 feet apart
c. Stand Up both feet Planted with partner approx. 10 feet apart

 
3. Throwing Drill #2

a. Have your group stand in line 
b. Roll a ground ball to first person in line and field it
c. Have them throw back to you after fielding the ball using the mechanics you showed 

them above.
 



                                                                

   6:25 – 6:50 Hitting
1. Hitting Stance and correct hand Placement – Have your kids all grab bats and put their gloves 

down as home plate.
a. Make sure their feet are shoulder width apart
b. Feet in line with the pitcher
c. Hands are up 
d. Bat is up not resting on their shoulder
e. Then you can say swing and have them swing
f. Watch for stepping towards pitcher
g. Squashing bug with back foot
h. Head Down
i. Finishing their swing with two hands

2. Batting Practice
a. Coach pitches to one kid (wearing helmets to get used to them) one kid at a time at 

home plate hitting
b. Each kid hitting gets 10 swings and then switches with someone in the field
c. On the 10th pitch or last hit the hitter will run it out (do not have them run all the way 

around.  They need to learn to stop at bases so they do not get tagged out) 
d. Each of the kids in the field will be put at a position and will rotate through all 

positions as each hitter is finished
e. Be sure to have the fielders get in the ready position as the you pitch the ball
f. Make sure the fielders do not fight over the ball and work as at team

6:50 – 7:00 (Team Tandem Race)
1. Half of the Team in a line on 2nd base and half in a line at home plate
2. Coach Says go and teams start and run around bases and slap the hand of the next player
3. First Team to have all players run around the bases wins.  
4. Coaches can join in too, kids like that
5. If teams are un-even one player can run twice 
6. If there is enough time do two races


